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electro-acrylic project
alec painter | dj pfreud sound designer

The canvas becomes an instrument.
This is a musical-pictorial performance. Music and painting are intimately
linked by physical microphones and sensors placed behind the canvas. The
canvas becomes an instrument.
While painting, the artist rubs and slap on the canvas. The sounds generated by this new
way of painting are transmitted to the sound designer. He tweaks, module and sequence
them to build a complex and rich musical score.
The painter does more than paint, he "plays" the canvas. The sound designer does more
than playing, he composes the canvas directly influencing the painter.
Then creates a feedback loop between the 2 players.
«As each stroke of crayon or brush is recorded, Frédéric, a sound designer, transforms the
vibrations of Alec’s brush and crayon strokes into dark, weird, and beautiful techno-based
sounds.» — Patrick O'Keefe - DEVISE magazine - Berlin
«The final result was a complete melding of a live painting session and an audio-visual
immersion. Truly inspirational.» — Shawn Katz - ROVER magazine - Montreal

For nearly 20 years, DJ Pfreud is active on the Montreal
music scene. A compilation sold out to his credit and also
an ep appeared on a London based label (Gung-Ho!
Records). Pfreud is now developing his own sound.
He now works also as sound designer.
Site : soundcloud.com/pfreud
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www.projetelectroacrylique.blogspot.ca
soundcloud.com/electro-acrylique

Sound Designer : Fréderic Laurier
alias Dj Pfreud

Last performances :

CyclArt
Eastern Bloc

Painter : Alec Stephani
Alec is a multidisciplinary artist. He studied at the School
of Decorative Arts in Geneva and lived in Montreal for
over twenty years. He was musician in few bands in
Geneva and Montreal. He’s also painter and
graphic/industrial designer.
It is wanting to put together his passions he had the idea
of mixing mediums in a new form of artistic expression.
It is the idea man of the electro-acrylic project.
Site :
Blog :

www.alec5.com
www.alecart.blogspot.com

infos projet électro-acrylique
Alec Stephani info@alec5.com 514 806-4265
Frederic Laurier info@djpfreud.com 514 813-4843

